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Have you seen any miracles in your life?
Or maybe I should ask a better question
Do you believe in miracles?
Give me the answer to either one of the questions, I can tell you your answer for the other.

Dr Wayne Dyer has a wonderful book ˆYou will see it when you believe it˜. It is a life changin
I have seen lots of miracles in my own life, and I see miracles almost every day.
Wouldn´t that be a miracle if you are

thinking of improving your health, an experienced Chine

Wouldn´t that be a miracle if you are thinking of improving your spiritual life,

you suddenly

Wouldn´t that be a miracle if you want to improve your financial life, an retired multi-millio

Wouldn´t that be a miracle when you want to do a joint venture, someone from nowhere come to c

Wouldn´t that be a miracle when you think of a solution for a problem, and a brilliant idea su
Miracle happens everywhere, it can happen to you as well.

And the good news is you can deliberately create miracle in your life, and you don´t have to d
I am going to write a series of lessons that you can use to create new miracles in your life.
The fist new awareness you need to learn

is

Everything you want is already here:

Einstein had spent years to prove one thing ˆTime does not exist, it only exist as an illusion

If time doesn´t exist, then yesterday is the same as today, and it is the same as tomorrow. Th
If time does not exist, then every thing that possibly exists will be existing here. Imagine y
Everything that can possibly exist exists here, including the picture you are holding in your

Scientists explain the world as a world of possibility, everything in this world exist as a pr
The easiest way to get rid of the illusion of time and bring your pictures into physical form
Here is something I want you to do after reading this lesson.

Choose one thing you really want, form a picture firmly in your mind, and tell yourself that i

Next week, I will share with you are secrets mantra that you can use to immediately get connec
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